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DURING THE LATE 20TH CENTURY, real estate
practitioners, observers, and scholars have viewed land use 
through a city-versus-suburban lens. This lens has created a 
bias in understanding metropolitan development trends. 

It is not unlike the classic social science joke about the tipsy 
guest who drops his keys by the front door as he leaves 
a party. He searches for his keys under a streetlight at the 
curb and he is asked, “Why aren’t you looking where you 
lost your keys?” He replies, “This is where the light is.”  This 
research casts a light on where households and businesses 
are actually living, working, and thriving in the 21st century.
The city-versus-suburban dichotomy misses the nuance that 
metropolitan regions have nodes of walkable urbanism dis-
persed throughout the region, and that low-density drivable 
development exists in both the central city and the suburbs. 
Developers, public officials, and advocates need a new 
way to talk about urbanization that includes both town and 
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country, understanding that walkable urban communities 
everywhere can have economic growth and social equity. 

To capture this nuance, it is necessary to create new defini-
tions of place that reflect the economic and social realities 
of today. Standard data sets at census tract or county levels 
are not sufficient to understand what is driving develop-
ment trends. Therefore, our research is based on our own 
custom, data-driven geographic boundaries. These bound-
aries reflect the distinct ways people are using real estate 
today and  map the entire 31-county New York-New Jer-
sey-Connecticut tri-state region, as defined by the Regional 
Plan Association (RPA).1   

This study shows how these new realities impact the value 
of different real estate product types in different parts of the 
region, as well as implications for the real estate industry 
and policy makers.

Walkable urban places in the New York-New Jersey-Connecticut metropolitan region 
are centers of both economic vitality and social inclusion. 

They have significant development momentum, providing an opportunity for policy 
makers, real estate professionals and community advocates to work together to  
expand existing and create new walkable, transit-oriented, and equitable places for  
the next generation.

THE RESEARCH APPLIES an analytical framework that
replaces the city-versus-suburb dichotomy with a new lens 
that divides the tri-state region into two broad categories:

• DRIVABLE SUB-URBAN: This development form has the
lowest density in the over 6,000 years of urban history.2

It features stand-alone real estate product types, with
office, retail, for-sale residential, rental apartments, hotel, 
and industrial properties generally separated from each
other. It also tends to be socially and racially segregated, 
and cars and trucks are the only viable form of transpor- 

 tation. This almost exclusive use of automobile and truck  
transportation, combined with the substantial availability 
of land in the United States, results in the expansive  
development pattern generally referred to as sprawl.

• WALKABLE URBAN: This form of development is much
higher density, with multiple real estate product types in
close proximity or within the same property, and usually
employs multiple modes of transportation that get goods
and people to the place. Once there, nearly everything is
within walking distance.

We overlay this new geography of walkability with novel 
combinations of public and private datasets to find new 
insights, including:

• A census of nearly 100 percent  of metropolitan real
estate product types—office, residential, retail, hotel, 
and industrial—as well as an estimate of owner-user space
as a discrete product type

• Identifying emerging and potential walkable urban
places

• Real estate valuation at the location and place level

• Gross regional product (GRP) at the location and place
level, rather than the metropolitan level

• Place and location-based social equity measurement

Both drivable sub-urban and walkable urban forms of 
development have market support and appeal in the tri-
state region. Each form is found in both New York City and 
its largely sub-urban surroundings. For example, there are 
many examples of walkable urbanism within the New York 
City limits, which span 305 square miles or just 2.4 percent 

of the region; these include Lower Manhattan, Downtown 
Brooklyn, Astoria, Queens, and many others. But much of 
the city is drivable sub-urban, such as most parts of Staten 
Island, many parts of Queens, and even some areas in 
Brooklyn and the Bronx. Conversely, the region’s sub-urban 
areas have many examples of walkable urbanism—such as 
the downtowns of Stamford, Poughkeepsie, and New Bruns-
wick—as well as vast amounts of drivable sub-urbanism.

Consistent with research we have conducted in metropol-
itan Boston, Atlanta, Detroit, and Washington, D.C., as well 
as national research of the largest 30 metropolitan areas, 
the market is shifting away from drivable sub-urban devel-
opment—the dominant real estate development pattern for 
more than 60 years. Out of the six millennia of urban histo-
ry,3 this drivable sub-urban period was an experiment that 
introduced low-density, car-oriented development. Now, 
the trend is reversing, and the pendulum is swinging back 
toward walkable urban development.  

However, it is not as if drivable sub-urban has lost its market 
or societal relevance; it is just that it is over-built. As lifestyle 
preferences continue to shift back toward walkable urban-
ism, its pent-up demand becomes greater and greater.  
The overbuilding of drivable sub-urban development was 
a major cause of the mortgage meltdown that triggered 
the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent recession. This re-
search shows that this development pattern is on the wane 
in the tri-state region, which now has among the strongest 
demand for walkable urbanism in the United States. This 
pent-up demand is evident to anyone who has recently 
compared the price per square foot of a condo or coop in 
Brooklyn or Jersey City with a McMansion in the fringe sub-
urbs. Our data, which includes rental rates per square foot 
and market valuations per square foot, shows strong market 
value premiums on average of 150 percent per square foot 
for walkable urban products versus drivable sub-urban. 

Pent-up demand results in substantial social equity chal-
lenges. Gentrification is the result of demand without the 
supply to meet it. This leads to the displacement of existing 
low-income residents in walkable urban places and limits 
incoming residents to the wealthy. However, this demand 
also creates the possibility of building more mixed-income 
and multiethnic places in walkable—or potentially walkable—
communities that are currently drivable sub-urban.

21st-Century Land Use Forms
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Our research shows that when it comes to walkable urban 
places, economic growth and social equity does not have to 
be a trade-off, although it takes concerted effort by policy 
makers to ensure pent-up demand is channeled into grow-
ing and creating inclusive, walkable communities.

It will take at least a generation of development to satisfy 
the demand for walkable urbanism, just as it took over a 
generation to meet the demand for drivable sub-urban de-
velopment in the late 20th century. However, new develop-
ment can only occur so much in New York City and the core 
of the region. Meeting the demand for new walkable urban 
development must include a major new trend: building 
and expanding walkable downtowns and neighborhoods 
throughout the region. By this we do not mean develop-
ing the suburbs to the levels of urbanization in New York 
City. This generally means a level of walkable urbanism in 

OUR RESEARCH DEFINES, in a new way, the econom-
ic function of all land use in metropolitan areas, as either 
regionally significant or local serving:

• REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT: Places where the following
cluster: Export or base employment, civic functions, 
cultural assets, entertainment clusters, regional retail, 
higher education, major hospitals, and one-of-a-kind
facilities, such as stadiums and arenas. They also tend to
include much of the wealth-creating functions that bring
new cash into the economy, and are the primary reasons
the metropolitan area exists.

• LOCAL SERVING: Primarily bedroom communities
where  the majority of the housing in the metropolitan
area is located. An average of two-thirds of local-serving
walkable urban places and drivable sub-urban locations
are comprised of residential development. Much of the
rest is “support commercial,” such as primary and second- 

 ary education, supermarkets, local doctors and dentist 
offices, and local government. However, particularly in  
drivable sub-urban locations, there are isolated regionally  
significant places, referred to as “edgeless cities,”4 with  
office, industrial, and owner-user space.  

MEETING THE PENT-UP DEMAND for walkable
urbanism will be the foundation for the tri-state region’s re-
gional economy. It will boost economic output, create jobs, 
generate additional tax revenue, and allow for more resi-
dents to enjoy the benefits of living in walkable urbanism. 
Walkable urban development calls for dramatically different 
approaches than drivable sub-urban development with 
regards to design and planning, regulation, financing, and 
construction. Taking a drivable sub-urban approach to walk-
able urban development nearly guarantees failure, since 
the needs and context are fundamentally different.  

A walkable urban development form also requires the 
introduction of another level of civic supervision: place 
management. This new field develops the strategy and 
provides day-to-day management for WalkUPs, creating 
a distinctive sense of place where investors and residents 
invest with a generally long-term perspective. Many take 
the form of Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), although 
communities can use other structures that incorporate local 
businesses, residents, and elected officials.  

between what is experienced in downtown Princeton and 
downtown Stamford.

There is significant opportunity in the tri-state region to 
create these new, walkable, transit-oriented communities 
around the under-utilized commuter rail stops found in the 
suburbs. The tri-state region is also home to many historic 
downtowns and communities—many served by regional 
commuter rail—which can accommodate the demand for 
walkable urbanism. Their development should be tailored 
to welcome and provide opportunities for residents of all 
incomes. This report identifies 70 “Town Centers” through-
out the region that are already walkable. Continuing to 
invest in their development, and in creating more places 
like them, is key to meeting this pent-up demand.

These two factors form the four-cell Form/Function Matrix:  
Metropolitan Land Use Options, shown on the following 
page. For this study, we assigned all land in the tri-state 
region to the appropriate cell using geographic information 
system software.

The amount of the tri-state region’s land mass for each of 
the four land use options is shown in the matrix. Only 2.5 
percent of the total regional land mass is walkable urban. 
This finding may come as a surprise, given the region’s 
fame as the home of New York City, one of the largest and 
most walkable cities in the world. However, the vast majority 
of land in the tri-state region is drivable sub-urban. In fact, 
at 1,767 people per square mile, the tri-state region is less 
dense than metropolitan Los Angeles (2,645 people per 
square mile). Outside of New York City, the region has 
about half the density, at 905 people per square mile.

The research presented in this report focuses on regionally 
significant walkable urban places, referred to as “WalkUPs.” 
Though they occupy less than one percent of a region’s 
land area, these places make an outsize economic contribu-
tion to the its GRP and economic growth. We also anticipate 
WalkUPs to account for an even larger share of economic 
growth in the future.

In addition, place management organizations can use the 
metrics developed in this report to evaluate year-over-year 
performance and progress in achieving strategic objectives. 
Formal levels of government, including municipalities and 
the states of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, can 
also leverage this research in setting urban policy for eco-
nomic development, housing, and transportation.

Continued growth in walkable urbanism requires public 
policy changes and significant adaptation by the real estate 
and finance industry.  The built environment represents 35 
percent of our nation’s wealth, the largest asset class in the 
economy.5 The present moment is a major challenge and 
opportunity for everyone connected with the built environ-
ment. This includes real estate developers, investors, land 
use regulators, infrastructure providers, housing and com-
munity advocates, public sector managers, academics, and 
everyday residents. However, it requires rethinking the way 
we plan, invest, and manage the built environment—as well 
as a conscious approach to improving social equity.

Form Meets Function

Implications

IntroductionIntroduction
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THE TRI-STATE REGION is the largest metropolitan re-
gion in the country, home to 22.6 million residents and 10.4 
million jobs over 12,800 square miles—a land mass larger 
than Maryland. If the region were a state, its employment 
base and gross regional product (GRP) would be the third 
largest, only behind California and Texas. 

The region contains globally significant WalkUPs such as 
Lower and Midtown Manhattan. However, the future of the 
tri-state region goes beyond walkable urban development 
in New York City. It especially requires fostering and grow-
ing walkable urbanism throughout the rest of the region. 
The region’s total walkable urbanism presently occurs in 
just 2.4 percent of the region’s land. This small land parcel 
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holds 42 percent of the population, 31 percent of regional 
real estate square footage, and 53 percent of the region’s 
$6 trillion in real estate market value.   

Consistent with George Washington University research in 
other metropolitan areas,7 real estate products located in 
walkable urban places have a substantial valuation pre-
mium in the tri-state region. This research analyzed many 
product types, including office, retail, industrial, hotel, rental 
apartments, and for-sale housing. We find that, on aver-
age for all product types, real estate products have higher 
values per square foot in walkable urban places than in 
drivable locations—a 150 percent premium on a per square 
foot basis.

The New York-New Jersey-Connecticut metropolitan region has some of the most 
iconic and globally significant walkable urbanism on the planet. Previous George 
Washington University research6 showed that the tri-state region is the most walkable 
urban metro of the largest 30 in the United States.

However, the tri-state region still contains significant amounts of low-density  
drivable development. The region has very little walkable urbanism outside of the 
urban core, in contrast to other metropolitan areas like Boston and Washington, D.C. 
It is certainly a “tale of two metropolitan areas.”

The trend our national research shows is that walkable ur-
banism is gaining market share over drivable sub-urban for 
the first time in at least half a century. This trend also holds 
in the tri-state region. Over the most recent real estate cycle 
(2010 to 2016) in the tri-state region, walkable urbanism has 
gained new leasing activity 1.9 times faster than its market 
share at the beginning of this cycle in 2010.

The tri-state region contains the most extensive rail transit 
and commuter rail network in the United States, and 130 of 
the 149 WalkUPs are located within a half-mile of a rail tran-
sit or commuter rail station. Efforts to increase walkable ur-
banism leverages this investment and also provide benefits 
to those seeking to live to a place where they can walk and 
use transit to get to their destinations. Building walkable 
communities means building inclusive communities as well. 
Low-income families living in the tri-state region’s WalkUPs 
spend 30 percent less on transportation than those who live 
in Drivable Sub-Divisions. 

Our previous research has also found a correlation between 
walkable urbanism and two economic factors: regional edu-
cational attainment and GRP per capita.8 This study seeks to 
further explore these correlations within the tri-state region. 
The region has a $1.17 trillion GRP.  For the first time, this 
research has estimated GRP at the place level, finding that 

56 percent is produced in the 2.5 percent of land that is 
walkable urban. This research also finds that productivity 
is correlated with Walk Score®: in WalkUPs, a one percent 
increase in Walk Score is correlated with a 0.6 percent 
increase in GRP per employee. 

Our analysis quantifies the interaction between walkable 
urbanism, economic performance, and social equity. We 
should be concerned that, given the flow of capital into 
WalkUPs and their price premiums, their affordability may 
be diminished. Displacement in the tri-state region is of in-
creasing concern, especially among low-income residents, 
as prices can drive them to move to less accessible and less 
job-rich drivable sub-urban areas. 

Because walkable urbanism provides greater opportunity 
than drivable sub-urban areas, this trend can have a neg-
ative impact on social equity. While this research shows a 
positive relationship between walkable urbanism, economic 
performance, and social equity, it does not alleviate these 
real concerns over equity that public policy tools address. 
Policymakers, communities, and other stakeholders must 
act proactively to preserve affordable housing. Furthermore, 
these efforts must be in conjunction with added investment 
to preserve this positive relationship, especially in areas with 
populations vulnerable to displacement.
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• In measuring social equity, as defined by the combina-
tion of affordable living and access to job opportunities, 
we find that there is, surprisingly, no trade-off between
social equity and economic performance. WalkUPs have
a positive correlation between economic performance
and social equity, as these places provide greater transit
access, lower combined transportation and housing
costs, and more opportunity.

There is a trade-off between economic performance and
social equity in regionally significant drivable sub-urban
locations. As economic performance increases for loca-
tions like office parks and regional malls, affordability
and access tends to decrease.

It is important to note that these measures do not cap-
ture all components of social equity. For example, they
do not measure important qualities such as access to
good schools, safe streets or healthy environments.

• Walkable urban housing costs for low-income house-
holds may be lower than drivable sub-urban housing
costs, but “the rent is still too damn high.” Across the
region, housing costs consume more than 50 percent of
the budget for low-income households making less than
$40,000 annually. The amount spent on housing should
not exceed 30 percent.

• Walkable urban areas have greater diversity, a higher
share of low-income people, and lower racial segrega-
tion compared to drivable sub-urban areas. The share
of people of color in walkable urban areas ranges from
59 to 67 percent of an area’s population, whereas in the
drivable sub-urban areas it ranges from 38 to 41 percent. 
This is unsurprising, given past public policies that led to
the concentration of people of color in center cities.

A similar pattern holds for low-income families. The
share of families making less than $40,000 annually is 46
to 48 percent in walkable urban areas compared to 31
percent in drivable sub-urban areas. We also found less
racial segregation in WalkUPs.

• When we consider housing and transportation costs, 
walkable urbanism in the tri-state region is more afford-
able for a low-income family (at the 50th percentile of
area median income) than drivable sub-urban. For such
a family—consisting of a single adult with two children, 
renting their home, and making approximately $32,900 a
year—WalkUPs in the region are, on average, 18 percent
less expensive than drivable sub-divisions. Transporta-
tion costs, specifically, are 35 percent less expensive.

Social Equity Findings

• Walkable urban places contain the majority of real es-
tate assets and produce most of the economic GRP for
the region. Due to their high concentrations of both em-
ployment and highly educated knowledge employees, 
WalkUPs account for 55.6 percent of the region’s GRP. 
This, in turn, partially drives the demand for real estate
products in those areas; 53.4 percent of the region’s
$6 trillion worth of real estate assets are in walkable
urban places.

• Like other markets we have studied, the tri-state region
has substantial pent-up demand for walkable urbanism, 
demonstrated by significant real estate market valua-
tion premiums for all walkable urban real estate product
types over drivable sub-urban. With some of the most
valuable real estate on the planet, the tri-state region
leads other metropolitan regions we have evaluated in
many indicators of real estate value, especially in price
premiums. This study also marks the first market value
estimate of real estate across all product types in the tri-
state region. The average square foot of walkable urban
real estate is valued at $541, a 150 percent premium, or
two and a half times more than region’s drivable sub- 
urban real estate. These premiums are considerably differ-
ent for specific product types, as shown below.

• Walkability is associated with increased economic
productivity (GRP per employee). In WalkUPs, we find
that a one-point increase in Walk Score11 above 70 is
correlated with an increase of between $615 and $692
in GRP per employee. Walkable urbanism is associated
with “agglomeration economies,” the phenomenon
that companies are more productive in dense, urban
environments where they can attract top talent and share
knowledge with other firms.12

• Walkability is associated with higher market valuations
per square foot in all real estate products. In WalkUPs, 
we find that a one-point increase in Walk Score above
70 is associated with a per-square-foot increase of be-

 

 

 

 

 

tween $4.89 and $11.20 in market valuation, illustrating 
the pent-up demand for walkable urbanism throughout 
the tri-state region.

• Our Economic Performance Index (EPI) shows that the
highest performing WalkUPs are concentrated in Man-
hattan, other parts of New York City, and the core of the
region. However, there are other top economic perform-
ers, such as the downtowns of Greenwich, Princeton, and
Great Neck. We find that the most Town Centers (down-
towns often served by commuter rail) under-perform as
compared to the regional WalkUP average, indicating
their opportunity for economic growth.

Key Findings Economic Performance Findings
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TOTAL: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +150%
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2014 Data

• Market share of income-producing walkable urban real 
 estate (all product types except for-sale housing, due to 
 lack of 2010 data) in the tri-state region increased during 
 this real estate cycle (2010-2016), while drivable sub-ur- 
 ban lost market share. Walkable urbanism started with 
 52 percent of the regional square footage in 2010, yet its 
 share of net absorption was 90 percent, demonstrating 
 strong market share growth. Walkable urbanism gained 
 1.9 times its market share across all product types. 9

                
      

         
     
    

Walkable urbanism’s momentum in net absorption un- 
derscores the market’s move away from strip malls, office 
parks, and sub-divisions, and towards places that offer 
walkable amenities and transit service.

        
      

         
     
        

This trend was the reverse in drivable sub-urban income 
real-estate products. All Income products lost relative 
market share in this cycle, and office and retail lost 
absolute occipancy. Drivable sub-urban office and 
industrial parks are particularly effected by this loss of 
occupancy
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• The WalkUPs ranked highest in social equity are concen-
trated in New York City. Chinatown is the highest-ranked
WalkUP by this measure, although a handful of plac-
es outside of Manhattan also ranked highly: Melrose
Concourse, Bronx (#5); Ft. Greene, Brooklyn (#10); Long
Island City, Queens (#13); Downtown Newark (#22); and
Journal Square, Jersey City (#34). These rankings are
indicative of their high levels of transit accessibility and
subsequent transportation affordability.

New York City and the core of the region perform highly
in Social Equity rankings primarily because of their com-
bination of quality transit access and large amounts of
rent-regulated, public, and subsidized housing. How-
ever, this is not to say that affordability is not a concern. 
There is an overall trade-off between transit access and
housing affordability, a trend which has been slowly
increasing in the tri-state region. Policy makers need to
increase efforts to preserve and grow affordable housing
in transit-accessible neighborhoods if the region is to
remain a place where walkable urbanism remains viable
and accessible to a wide range of people.

• Many walkable urban places are at risk of becoming too
expensive for low and moderate-income households. 
In analyzing population trends, RPA found that high-in-
come populations are increasingly moving into walkable, 
job-accessible areas, while lower-income populations
are increasingly leaving. Households making more than
$100,000 annually increased by 160,000 in these areas, 
while households making less than $100,000 decreased
by 61,000. Building substantially more walkable urban-
ism in established, emerging, and potential places that
are mixed-use, higher density, and mixed-income is the
best way of creating more social equity in the region.13

WITH VALUATION PREMIUMS 2.5 times higher than
for drivable sub-urban, it is not surprising that  90 percent 
of new development built in this real estate cycle is walk-
able urban.

Most of development, however, has been invested in New 
York City and the region’s core, rather than in creating new 
walkable urban places or growing the region’s rail-served 
Town Centers. This represents a lost economic opportuni-
ty.  And because public policy is generally out of step with 
these economic trends, there is real danger of a substantial 
affordable housing crisis if efforts to balance the region are 
not taken.

There are three broad conclusions, along with various 
recommendations:

1. EXPAND & BUILD MORE WALKABLE URBAN PLACES. 
Walkable urban land is a minuscule 2.4 percent of the tri-
state region. This has resulted in world record land pric-

CONCLUSION

es, the primary reason for the valuation premiums. We 
should aim to double the amount of land in the region 
that could be walkable urban to five percent, through 
rezoning and infrastructure improvements. 

Increased supply can be achieved through the following:

• Crowd-sourced Planning: Open the planning of an
emerging or potential walkable urban place to
citizens through online tools that democratize the
process and encourage participation. 

• Emulate Regional Models: Visit and understand
the benefits of a walkable urban place, particularly to
its surrounding neighborhoods. Clarify the local
fiscal benefits of walkable urbanism to the tax base.

• Adopt Model “Form-based Code” Zoning: There 
are many “off-the-shelf” models of zoning that will
allow for mixed-use, walkable urban development
that local jurisdictions can adopt.

The tri-state region has shifted toward building walkable urban product—office,  
retail, housing, hotel, and even industrial—more so than any other metropolitan area 
in the country. Yet, it is still a region out of balance. 

Although the region is responding to pent-up demand for walkable urban places, 
it is not happening to the extent—and the breadth—required.

Executive Summary
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Endnotes

2. ENGAGE IN CONSCIOUS SOCIAL EQUITY STRATEGIES.  
This research has shown that walkable urban places are
inherently more socially equitable for low-income house-
holds in the tri-state region. However, housing costs in
WalkUPs are still too high. The tri-state region, especially
New York City, has a commendable history of providing
public and subsidized housing that has had a substan-
tive impact on affordability, but the market is moving
much faster than the public sector. 

Aggressive affordable housing strategies in walkable ur-
ban places can address displacement and provide more 
affordable housing. These strategies should include 
elements such as:

• Place management organizations, such as business
improvement districts and Main Streets, could be
empowered to encourage and possibly even assist in
the development of affordable housing. 

• Inclusionary zoning, which requires a minimum
percentage of affordable housing in each new
development.

• Enlarge, or introduce, at the local jurisdiction level
the development of public and subsidized housing.
In addition to state and federal subsidies and
incentives, local taxpayers should assume some of the
funding for providing mixed-income walkable
urban affordable housing.

• Legalize ancillary housing. Surplus bedrooms and
unoccupied basements can be turned into rental
housing units with minor redesign. In many jurisdic- 

 tions, this is illegal. By legalizing ancillary housing,  
also known as “granny flats,” existing under-utilized 
assets can provide homeowners with extra income  
while increasing the supply of affordable housing.  

• Transfer fee for market-rate housing sales. Many
jurisdictions charge a nominal fee (less than one
percent) of the sales price for any re-sale of a market-  

 rate house; these proceeds could finance affordable 
and work force housing.  

3. SUBSTANTIALLY INVEST IN A PORTFOLIO OF
TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS. The importance of invest-
ing in transportation infrastructure—particularly existing
rail and bus transit—as well as biking and walking, cannot
be underestimated. The major question is where the
funding will come from. 

The following tools can help make funding available:

• U.S. Department of Transportation low-cost loan
programs, referred to as TIFIA14 and RRIF.5 Tens of
billions in finance capacity are available in these two
programs, and both have been recently modified to
finance not just rail transit, but also surrounding
infrastructure that is walking distance to the station. 

• Increase sales tax: Dedicate existing—or increase—
sales and/or other local taxes  for the purpose of
servicing federal transit-oriented loans. Metropolitan
Los Angeles has recently raised sales taxes to finance
an additional $120 billion of transit investment.

• Create a catalytic development company, capitalized
by deep pocket private investors, universities and
foundations, to “push the fast forward button” on
walkable urban development. Catalytic developers
can assume control of public, nonprofit, and donated
land for the development of affordable and work
force housing.

• Negotiate with developers and private land and
property owners around transit stations to engage in
value capture. This is capturing a portion of the
anticipated upside of development that has been
sparked by the rail transit. This is similar to how
rail transit was financed 100 years ago and has been
re-introduced in many international cities and some
U.S. metros, such as Washington, D.C.
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